August 5, 2013

Violence is a cruel thing to think about and do. Sometimes I wonder why do people do violence? What makes you turn into this monster? Everybody starts out as a little cute baby and says "I'm never doing violence ever!" I think people and TV are what influence people to do these bad things. People mostly people who argue about video games causing to people and doing things are wrong. Boredom is what causes young violence. When people get bored they want to experience things to entertain them, so I have experienced this because when I was bored I was playing with the stove and realized fire that was dangerous. So I stopped doing it. When I confront somebody doing violent things I either ignore them if there's an older person in my neighborhood or in school I would tell them to stop or tell the teacher about it.
If we got violence off school off a time, we can	cover the whole world and be violence free. Some times it starts music causes violence too because it causes you to get horse and go a little crazy. Also, some music has bad influence in it. So listening to music over and over can corrupt your mind. One time when I was
playing for party, or my neighborhood, so my mom told me to stay in the living room and look the door. I was scared too death, I thought if I made a more noise, they will try to get into my house and hurt my family. Violence sometimes makes you sad and scared away from it or some people encourage it and do it. Some times I wonder how to reduce violence in my community if people listen. Maybe if we ask every designer to have a chat with these kids and ten
them that violence is bad, one kid can't save the whole world one kid at a time!